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Part Eight: Consolidating the Nation-State

course of foreign markets or unfavorable meteorological conditions. The im
ports of corn and wheat, uninterrupted since 1972 and with no prospect of
improvement in the short range, certainly the most troublesome aspect of the
crisis, basically are caused by internal factors linked to the structure of pro
duction in the countryside and its articulation with industrial production and
the service sector. The "peculiarity" of the new latifisndio, its internal struc
ture and its relations with other sectors, can serve as the point of departure
for an inquiry into the nature and origin of the agricultural crisis.
For my guiding thread I shall take the results of that separation of the
control of land from its possession that in good measure determines the com
position of capital in Mexican agriculture and sets limits on its accumulation,
though not its reproduction. The only land on which the new Tht?fisndthta can
make such improvements as irrigation, leveling, and conditioning of the soil,
is that which belongs to him. When such land exists, it forms a small portion
in relation to the total area in which the entrepreneur operates and whose
control he obtains by renting. He will not invest a cent in the rented area,
and only in certain types of enterprises-dairies, for example-will he invest
in his own land. Basically his profits depend on the extent of the area which
he can cultivate, not on the yields that can be obtained. The new latzfundio
grows horizontally, above all, on land which does not belong to it. The disad
vantages of investing in this land determine the fact that the major part of the
invested capital goes into operating costs, for the purchase of machinery and
to cover the costs of cultivation. Agricultural machinery has great importance
for the new latfundio, not so much because of its technical or economic ad
vantages but because it is the physical instrument by means of which the en
trepreneur takes control of the land during critically short periods of time.
Thus the production of the new latifrndio is generally of the extensive type
and cannot be transferred to more intensive types of cultivation that require
treatment of the soil or other adaptations. On the other hand, the composi
tion of capital explains, in part, the high rate of profit, sometimes amounting
to 100% of the investment and normally exceeding the rate of profit achieved
in other activities....
Its limitations as concerns investment in the countryside make the new
latijisndio the most effective instrument for achieving the greatest and most
rapid transfer of resources from the countryside to other activities. This ef
fectiveness may help to explain the unlimited assistance that the government
has given to the most brutal and rapid agency for despoiling the countryside
and its inhabitants. But the effectiveness of the new latifundio has a high
price: the destruction of natural resources, often nonrenewable. Soils, forests,
natural vegetation of economic importance to the peasants are annihilated;
meanwhile pests increase, the immoderate use of chemical products becomes
indispensable, and salinity and erosion grow. Obviously, this enormous price
is not paid by the entrepreneurs, but by the peasants who regain the land af
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an assumption which has been conclusively proved false by facts. According
to this assumption, the benefits of technical progress tend to be distributed
alike over the whole communitç either by the lowering of prices or the cor
responding raising of incomes. The countries producing raw materials obtain
their share of these benefits through international exchange, and therefore
have no need to industrialize. If they were to do so, their lesser efficiency
would result in their losing the conventional advantages of such exchange.
The flaw in this assumption is that of generalizing from the particular. If
"the
community" only the great industrial countries are meant, it is indeed
by
true that the benefits of technical progress are gradually distributed among
all social groups and classes. If, however, the concept of the community is ex
tended to include the periphery of the world economy, a serious error is im
plicit in the generalization. The enormous benefits that derive from
increased productivity have not reached the periphery in a measure compara
ble to that obtained by the peoples of the great industrial countries. Hence,
the outstanding differences between the standards of living of the masses of
the former and the latter and the manifest discrepancies between their re
spective abilities to accumulate capital, since the margin of saving depends
primarily on increased productivity.
Thus there exists an obvious disequilibrium, a fact which, whatever its ex
planation of justification, destroys the basic premise underlying the schema
of international division of labor.
Hence, the fundamental significance of the industrialization of the new
countries. Industrialization is not an end in itself, but the principal means at
the disposal of those countries of obtaining a share of the benefits of technical
progress and of progressively raising the standard of living of the masses.
The industrialization of Latin America is not incompatible with the effi
cient development of primary production. On the contrary, the availability of
the best capital equipment and the prompt adoption of new techniques are
essential if the development of industry is to fulfill the social objective of rais
ing the standard of living. The same is true of the mechanization of agricul
ture. Primary products must be exported to allow for the importation of the
considerable quantity of capital goods needed.
The more active Latin America’s trade, the greater the possibility of in
creasing productivity by means of intensive capital formation. The solution
does not lie in growth at the expense of foreign trade, but in knowing how to
extract, from continually growing foreign trade, the elements that will pro
mote economic development.
If reasoning does not suffice to convince us of the close tie between eco
nomic development and foreign trade, a few facts relating to the situation to
day will make it evident. The economic activity and level of employment in
the majority of the Latin American countries are considerably higher than
before the war. This high level of employment entails increased imports of
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be the greater if exports fall violently. The question thus arises whether,
pending that basic solution, it would not be wiser to direct investments to
ward such productive activities as would, through direct or indirect reduction
of dollar imports, permit the regular servicing of foreign obligations.
Here one must beware of dogmatic generalizations. To assume that the
meeting of foreign commitments and the proper functioning of the monetary
system depend upon nothing more than a decision to obey certain rules of
the game is to fall into an error involving serious consequences. Even when
the gold standard was in operation in the great centers, the countries of the
Latin American periphery had great difficulty in maintaining it, and their
monetary troubles frequently provoked condemnation from abroad. The
more recent experiences of the large countries have brought a better under
standing of some aspects of the situation. Great Britain, between the two
wars, encountered difficulties somewhat similar to those which arose and
continue to arise in the Latin American countries, which have never taken
kindly to the rigidity of the gold standard. That experience doubtless helps to
bring about a better understanding of the phenomena of the periphery.
The gold standard has ceased to function, as in the past, and the manage
ment of currency has become even more complex in the periphery Can all
these complications be overcome by a strict application of sound rules in
monetary behavior? Sound rules for these countries are still in the making.
Here there arises another vital problem; that of utilizing individual and col
lective experience to find a means of harmoniously fitting monetary action
into a policy of regular and intensive economic development.
There is yet another aspect of the problem of dollar exchange. It is true
that, as already stated, a high level of employment increases imports. But it is
also a fact that an excessive monetary expansion has often unduly increased
the pressure on the balance of payments, thus leading to the use of foreign
exchange for purposes not always compatible with economic development.
These facts must be taken into account in an objective analysis of the ef
fects of the inflationary increase on the process of capitalization. It must,
however, be admitted that, in most of the Latin American countries, volun
tary savings are not sufficient to cover the most urgent capital needs. In any
case, monetary expansion does not bring about an increase in the foreign ex
change reserves necessary for the importation of capital goods; it merely re
distributes income. It must now be determined whether it has led to a more
active capital formation.
The point is a decisive one. The raising of the standard of living of the
masses ultimately depends on the existence of a considerable amount of capi
tal permanently employed in industry, transport and primary production, and
on the ability to use it well.
Consequently, the Latin American countries need to accumulate an enor
mous amount of capital. Several have already shown their capacity to save to
the extent of being able to finance a large part of their industrial investments
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any industry that can produce substitutes for imports is justifiable. If; how
ever, the aim is to increase the measurable well-being of the masses, the lim
its beyond which more intensive industrialization might mean a decrease in
productivity must be borne in mind.
Formerly, before the great depression, development in the Latin Ameri
can countries was stimulated from abroad by the constant increase of exports.
There is no reason to suppose, at least at present, that this will again occur to
the same extent, except under very exceptional circumstances. These coun
tries no longer have an alternative between vigorous growth along those lines
and internal expansion through industrialization. Industrialization has be
come the most important means of expansion.
This does not mean, however, that primary exports must be sacrificed to
further industrial development. Exports not only provide the foreign ex
change with which to buy the imports necessary for economic development,
but their value usually includes a high proportion of land rent, which does
not involve any collective cost. If productivity in agriculture can be increased
by technical progress and if; at the same time, real wages can be raised by in
dustrialization and adequate social legislation, the disequilibrium between in
comes at the centers and the periphery can gradually be corrected without
detriment to that essential economic activity.
This is one of the limits of industrialization which must be carefully con
sidered in plans of development. Another concerns the optimum size of in
dustrial enterprises. It is generally found in Latin American countries that the
same industries are being attempted on both sides of the same frontier. This
tends to diminish productive efficiency and so militates against fulfilling the
social task to be accomplished. The defect is a serious one, which the nine
teenth century was able to attenuate considerably. Wlhen Great Britain
proved, with facts, the advantages of industry other countries followed suit.
Industrial development, however, spurred by active competition, tended to
wards certain characteristic types of specialization which encouraged prof
itable trade between the various countries. Specialization furthered technical
progress and the latter made possible higher incomes. Here, unlike the case
of industrial countries by comparison with those producing primary prod
ucts, the classic advantages of the division of labor between countries that are
equal, or nearly so, followed.
The possibility of losing a considerable proportion of the benefits of tech
nical progress through an excessive division of markets thus constitutes an
other factor limiting the industrial expansion of these countries. Far from
being insurmountable, however, it is a factor which could be removed with
mutual benefit by a wise policy of economic interdependence.
Anti-cyclical policies must be included in any programs of economic de
velopment if there is to be an attempt, from a social point of view, to raise
real income. The spread of the cyclical fluctuations of the large centers to the
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Latin American periphery means a considerabl
countries. If this could be avoided, it would simpl
formation. Attempts have been made to evolve an
must be admitted that, as yet, but little light has b
Furthermore, the present dwindling of metallic re
means that, in the event of a recession originatin
only be without a plan of defense but would lack
out the measures demanded by the circumstances.
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